Special order sizing available upon request, please call for more info:

☎️ 1-877-692-6639  (1-877-MY COMFY)  E-Mail: leah@comfycaps.biz

For those in the bleeding disorder community or those that just have an extra special little head to protect, give COMFY CAPS a try.

Pricing:

- All standard sized Comfy Caps are $85.00, plus tax (NY State residents) and shipping.
- Special orders Comfy Caps are $95.00, plus tax (NY State residents) and shipping.
- Since all items are made to order, there will be a $25.00 restocking fee for any returns due to an incorrect size.

Shipping:

- All Comfy Caps will be shipped via USPS Priority Mail, $8.25 shipping/handling fee.

Payment:

- Check or money order accepted. Caps will be shipped once payment is received.
- Pay online via PayPal, just fill out the order form below and once submitted you will be directed to a payment link
**Patterns:**

- Comfy Caps come in a variety of children’s novelty prints and patterns. In stock fabric selections change frequently.
- Don’t see a fabric you like? Inquire about special order Comfy Caps and your Cap can be made out of your own fabric! (Restrictions do apply, email to inquire)

![Fabric Patterns]

- Girl Patterns:

![Girl Fabric Patterns]

**Comfy Caps come in 5 standard sizes:**

***To ensure proper measurement, be sure to measure from your child’s eyebrow level***

1. INFANT: fits head circumference size 17”-18”
2. BABY: fits head circumference size 18”-19”
3. TODDLER: fits head circumference size 19”-20”
4. PRE-SCHOOL: fits head circumference size 20”-21”
5. SCHOOL-AGED: fits head circumference 21”-22”

***Please be sure to measure accurately as there will be $25.00 restocking fee for incorrect measurements.***